
Tiny Thistle, Little Pharmacy 
 
Short a newt’s eye, killing, when drugs fail to, 
the resistant strain MRSA—oh, missus, worlds  
we’ve lost and gained since the beginning of 
knowing—the power of a bull’s bile and bite 
of nettles—forgetting the dynamism of wings, 
the taste of sex in saffron, the pistil’s blazing 
sextant marking breezes. Can you (like a cat) 
pick up your own scent from a mile away? 
Find yourself among spent color tubes, lips? 
Lose yourself in philistine fur? Can you sit 
for hours in communion with a tiny thistle 
without a tickle of wondering, hands gleeful 
in soil, not one more a thought left to lose  
for white ravens or the dead’s empty shoes? 
  



Personnel 
 
The person who orders coffee  
is not the person who drinks Bloody Marys. 
The person who reads the poems aloud 
is the not the person who orders the coffee. 
 
Outstretched fingers, diverge— 
one tipped with a broken nail 
one rung with a family heirloom, 
dedicated to love forever. 
 
The hand it reaches for is hairy, or not, 
has protruding veins, or not, 
because we never know  
whom we are about to greet.  
 
The friend you know from work  
is not the friend who drinks  
Bloody Marys in the morning.  
The waitress you once were  
 
is thinking up words for you  
and your precious garni.  
as you soak up liquids to wake, 
to relax, to blur micro expressions  
 
inscribed on your face, 
those small vulnerabilities you 
might not rather give away, 
but the ego’s inevitably betrayed. 
 
A writer authors your time  
in NYC as you were waiting  
for the war to begin, but forgets  
to include that scene in Winnie’s 
 
on Canal Street lit by tea candles 
where the idea of marriage  
made you laugh and cry.  
The person who is laughing is  
 
not the person who is crying,  
even if  they are both you,  



mixing like coffee and Bloody Marys  
inside everyone you think you are. 

  



Every day the wild turkeys chased him 
 
That is to say, Please Mr. Postman, stop 
bringing the junk and the overdue pleas.  
Stop sliding the spit under the rug, stop 
describing the tatting. Stop couplets from  
populating in unexpected places. Stop 
breaking the words into percussion.  
Stop huffing liniments that haven’t 
been properly prepared. Stop spreading  
rumors of cat hair. Stop saving a mean- 
ingful gaze for the wood grain. Stop mean- 
dering under the cross-stitched down. 
Stop affixing lost objects to new zip codes.  
Stop returning to sender. Stop the motto: 
I was only kidding from being a stamp.  
  



Hosannas to the sensory world 
 
Celebrating umwelt in 
the empty-bottle whooo 
of the mockingbird,  
weight of the humidity, 
cat paw-smears on glass. 
Entertained by the random 
rumble in a colon fold,  
vertical ridge on a nail,  
baby greens of spring seen 
through the back window, 
When new senses grow 
we’ll come to feel the tickle  
of world economics and 
the fickle vacillations 
of public mood. Secrets 
read like braille from 
a great distance, digested 
like raspberry seeds. I am 
blinking off again, elsewhere. 
Come back, says the vague 
must buried in the couch.  
Come back to the quiet seal  
that breaks with a cat yawn, 
return to the wood driven 
by mallet into clay-heavy 
black prairie ground and 
the heart that synchs  
to this raw pounding. 
  



Night of Salt 
 
after Neruda, mistranslated 
 
Dead Maria, yellow star, obstreperous angels 
made of angels, impregnate the night waters  
of Fountain Street. Professionally curious,  
with resplendent condensation, sub-celestial drops 
fall across the meridian that separates day from day. 
Men of eyes and moneyed arms hold the mirrored creatures,  
their triangular smiles, lighted eyes,  
eat what’s lonely and broken,  
their bone intentions assist the end of the community,  
clothing it in night for the days of substitution.   
  



Word Church 
 
April brings us to exodus where 
we arrive in a reclining position. 
Canaan used to mean tomorrow.  
 
Oh, today is dull and adamant. 
I know why this night is different, 
Our newborn wings have gone 
 
out of phase. Bees handle snakes. 
We ask for faith, give up leavening, 
dust the fallen with mineral salts.  
 
Vultures are landing in threes, 
the last drawn to a vanishing point,  
sober wings folded like napkins. 
 
We keep the taste of destruction  
hidden in our mouths. Flies are 
drunk on the juice of bruises.  
 
An even diffusion of light wakes  
the corners, maroons us on a perch.  
The epiphany chorus is singing. 
  



 


